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IN THIS ISSUE:

We begin our second series and explore how the ways we have failed our
institutions have played out in our politics and policies and have separated us from the original intentions and character of our democracy. Future issues in this series will concern themselves with
different perspectives and aspects of this new America.		

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE: We will show how our process of self-definition extends to and influences our national policy decisions.

WHO LOST AMERICA?©
Those whom it relegates to its dust bins may well have
deserved better according to the moral or ethical
values of their time, but the survivors of history’s
selection process are also keepers of the record with
an audit and edit function that can dismiss as irrelevant
the multitude of claims for inclusion that fail.
For nations, their passage through history is
one of self-definition with the ever present caveat
that for the loser there awaits, not just defeat, but,
in all probability, elimination. The opportunities for
this definition, and the ways by which to achieve it, are
complicated by nations’ needs to defend or enlarge
their borders, populations or properties. The latter
are often designated as “national interests” and
consist of mines, land, military bases, industrial plants
and transportation facilities/services owned or leased
by private or government entities.
Looking across a time span measured in centuries,
it is easy to see how the way our nation defines itself
could become separated from our individual ideals, as
much is often lost in translation from the personal to
the public condition. Humans, whether consciously or
not, also undertake the task of self-definition in their
lives where it is considerably less complicated, but far
more fragile, than on a national scale.
In American politics on the cutting edge of the

Who lost America?
Or, more specifically,
who replaced the America we were with what we have
become? And, why? And, how? These questions and
their answers provide the framework for coming
chapters and, hopefully, will throw light on how, in a
developed and functional democracy, a change of such
transforming nature as we have experienced could
occur without being formally acknowledged and framed
as an expression of the public will.
The “lost” in the title does not refer to
diplomacy, economics, militarism or any of the other
many aspects of government which for a super power, or
even an aspiring superpower, can automatically capture
headlines and claim world attention. Rather, we are
faced with an historical change that has occurred over
an extended period.
History is an excellent teacher. To some degree
it is infallible. It is both messenger and message and
writes our records. In the end, it determines who
survives and who doesn’t and, more importantly, what is
and what isn’t. It leaves little room for argument when
it is being written, and none thereafter. It consists
of innumerable events, actions and decisions many of
which, when they occur, do not bear the sign of either
present or future historical importance.
The historical process is far from perfect.



twenty-first century there is little evidence of unifying
force. All the major issues — immigration, health
care, taxes, Social Security, the environment, national
security — reveal deep and difficult divisions over
which and whose interests will be served. And in a nation
as large, rich and powerful as we have become there are
simply too many self-serving interests maneuvering for
advantage. They act like a political virus, penetrating,
entering and taking over the political DNA of its host
and thereby altering our process of self-definition.
While unity may be impossible to discern in our
major issues, there is one criticism of government and
politics that has found broad backing and is leveled,
with the assurance of certainty, by one and all against
one and all. It is the charge of political polarization
and its resulting paralysis of government.
And it is true. The legislative branch of our
government, with the power and responsibility to create
and pass our laws, is riven with so many divisions (both
of substance and of style) that its 535 members in the
House and Senate are more and more to be found at the
far ends of the political spectrum without a refuge of
reason at the center. In any government this poses a
serious threat to political success. In our time and
place it is a catastrophe. How did this happen and why
do we permit it?
Polarization has occurred because it has
become acceptable. This means that its political
rewards are sure to outweigh the governmental risks
that it poses. The amounts of money and power that
flow through our government are so great that those
who seek them have become increasingly willing to
adopt extreme means to secure them. This includes
adopting exaggerated positions and rhetoric which
can gain greater attention and support as they move
towards the ends of the political spectrum. This
flight from sameness has had a remarkable effect on
the range of our political thought, for, whereas the
preponderance of opinion used to inhabit the political
center, the latter is seen as not offering the surest
access to the benefits now provided by more extreme
positions. As a result, the political center, which often
found consensus in moderation, compromise and, even
collaboration, has been vacated by those intent upon
victory and its spoils.
This new concentration of power toward the
edges has been building for the last half century.
Today it exists in a particularly virulent winner-takeall political exercise in which determined opposition is
constant in Republican/Democrat, executive/legislative,
House/Senate and even Federal/State relations. The
results of this continuing abrasion between essential
moving parts of our system encourage our present
polarization and paralysis which in turn prevent the
passage of meaningful legislation to treat major issues

of our time.
A less evident, but equally damaging,
consequence of our shrinking center is that, as mass
moves to the ends away from the center and balance
is lost, our political mechanism suffers a loss of
equilibrium whereby even small changes which had been
tolerated at the center now produce wide or violent
swings at its ends.
Strangely, although perhaps not by Washington’s
standards, while there is general agreement within
Congress and the White House that polarization has
reached an historically high and damaging level, there is
no real consensus on how to reduce it. As congressional
elections follow presidential contests by a brief two
years and as campaigns have been stretched to fill the
gap, America finds itself in a constant campaign cycle
in which accusations of political and personal failure
are readily available to tarnish the image of our
democracy.
But politics are not the same as government;
and the ways of the campaign do not lend themselves
to legislation. The difference is both expanded and
exploited by our new, 24/7 instant media coverage
which every politician courts and none refuses. Within
the Congress denial rules, as each party increasingly
refers to its own policies and proposals as “bipartisan”
and, therefore, to be accepted by the other.
This has been, and will continue to be, a highly
unsuccessful tactic with the result that polarization
will play a very real and limiting role in the quality
of our self-governance until its underlying causes are
recognized.
*
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The processes of political self-definition
whereby nations, parties and empires form and grow
are publicly recorded and visible. Because of their
visibility they are accepted as history’s truth. They are
not; they are real, but only contributory. Beneath them
lie the many layers of human motivations, aspirations and
needs whose impact, but generally not whose presence
and power, are recorded in history’s narrative. The
special privacy of human development engenders
personal self-definition without which its political/
public accomplice could not exist. Understanding this
role and reflection is the only way by which we can
arrive at the new political enlightenment that will be
necessary to change both the course and methods of
our foreign and domestic policies.
Above the surface violent storms make winds
and waves that rage on the sea and batter the shore.
Beneath the surface, silently and gently, unseen
currents in continuous motion move enormous amounts
of water around the world.

In the realm of self-definition, as in all others,
its coin has two sides. They are self-validation and
differentiation, and they occur so frequently and
are so essential and dominant a part of the process
that they transcend mere personal definition and are
extended to many other areas of our lives — religious,
commercial, political, social and others.
Self-validation is the process of outreach
whereby we claim and apply to ourselves the values,
symbols, actions, beliefs, manners, history and
language which we think will establish a greater worth
for us in our own sight and in the sight of others. This
is a very powerful force and it is put to such constant
use in our twenty-first century culture that, unlike
most motivating forces, it is largely accepted without
question. There are few things that have the power
to sway as our need to establish ourselves as objects
of worth; and, similarly, few things are as able to so
effectively destroy or diminish our lives as failing this
test.
Few. But there is one co-equal, undeniable
companion that has been with us since our earliest
days on the African plains in the mists between man and
monkey. This is the need to differentiate ourselves,
to separate us from the other. Nomadic man found it
useful for hunting game to divide into smaller units
of tribes, families, or councils maintaining a balance
based on what size best served his needs for protection
and food.
Post nomadic humans developed entirely
different lives and institutions built around
agriculture, property ownership/inheritance and
settled communities. As life’s scale and numbers grew,
small communities expanded to villages, towns and
cities that could better serve the needs for protection
and commerce. However, even as man pursued this new
way of communal life with specific functions, he insisted
on the expression of differentiation in neighborhoods,
clothing, language, religion and other means.
Most notable among these mechanisms was one
which appeared early, has served every population
group or government around the globe and endures
today. It is the creation of borders. Whether made by
man drawing lines on a map or by nature’s rivers, seas
and mountain ranges, borders made the same statement
— that there is a difference between what is on one
side and what is on the other. Many wars have been
fought either to prove or to contest this thought, but
history seems to support the view that borders have a
permanent place in our life.
*

*

*

The borders that describe our cultural,
geographic or philosophic differences do so on a large



scale. On a considerably smaller scale, at the human
level, we make equally intense distinctions in order
to define ourselves, to draw the borders of the self,
and to say how and why our self differs from what lies
beyond it.
Today the most popular metaphor in our
American language is that which derives from football
which dominates American sport to a far greater degree
than baseball, our “national game”. It is available in
both professional and amateur forms and more people
watch it and bet money on it than any other sport. From
training camp to Super Bowl takes more than half of the
year and on Friday night, which is high school football
night in most of the country, small towns close down
and move to the school stadium.
But watching and cheering are not enough.
The commitment must be total! At any time during the
season, and even off-season, adults and children wear
sports clothing that recognizes their preferred team
and even individual players’ names and numerals. Nor
is it unusual to see cars adorned with one or more
flags bearing a team logo.
And there is more. In college communities
across the country alumni pursue the ultimate in
athletic boosterism by attending all practice sessions
and games, home and away, for one or more teams.
Usually it is football that commands the affection
of these graduate groupies who often use expensive
recreational vehicles with kitchen, bath and bedroom
facilities to enable them to indulge their team passion
both at home in stadium parking lots and on trips that
may require a day or two on the road. These “land
yachts” whose cost ranges from about one to five
hundred thousand dollars are triumphs of space and
convenience design/engineering and have elevated
the basic “tailgate” picnic to an elaborate service of
special menus. Their design can include furniture,
fabrics, glassware, china, carpeting, etc. marked by the
team logo, mascot and colors.
This is the way of life for the four month
football and other seasons that fulfill the graduate
groupies’ dreams. But it is not merely attendance
that measures this phenomenon. Groupies find and
associate with their fellows with the result that their
lives — their time, conversations, reading, finances
and socializing — are dominated by this fixation.
What is taking place here? Well, the over-the-top,
out of proportion (and degree is key in these comments)
sports booster, both college and professional, is
creating an identity. And while it is an identity based
on fantasy, it is nonetheless a reality for its creator.
What is also very much a national reality is that these
fantasy selves are being developed, encouraged and
promoted throughout the country from little leagues
to the professional sports leagues. This has become

possible by the enormous increase in the amount of
money spent on athletic facilities/programs and their
marketing/promotion by corporate advertisers and the
media.
*

*

the conflict within the Christian church between
Protestants and Catholics. The horrendous tortures
employed by the Tudors and Stuarts in their English
religious wars, as well as the methods of the Spanish
Inquisition to abolish heresy, are joined in a direct line
of descent to the recent bombings and assassinations of
men, women and children in Northern Ireland. Lines of
distinction are sometimes drawn by a sharp and bloody
blade.

*

And beneath the surface of the self, what is
the real purpose of our fantasy identities? First, they
provide validation because by claiming association with
a team’s history, geography, tradition, style, colors,
heroes, etc. we are adding something to ourselves that,
in our view and others, adds value or reason for notice
to our lonely process of self-definition. Validation
is internal and it is constantly at work. We borrow
here and shed there and are so accustomed to these
responses that we pay them little heed.
Secondly, the identification that underlies our
sports mania is also a means of differentiation, for to
choose one team is to reject the rest. It is an act of
preference which establishes difference and distance
between the one and the others. This is evident in
sports fans’ vocabulary in which words such as “the
best” and “the greatest”, and their opposites, are used
with such frequency that they lose meaning.
The use of the sports metaphor to describe
the function of validation and differentiation in selfdefinition taps into one of the main streams of our
national, and even our global, culture. At first, this
may appear an exaggeration, but consider the European
football riots and the multiple occasions of drug use
and boycotts and it comes into focus. So much for
sports; there are other more fateful ways in which our
self-definition process plays out in our national life.
Education is certainly one, for it is a process
controlled by personal choice and action in which
validation and differentiation are achieved by the
acquisition of knowledge. Another widespread example
is clearly and continually on display in the corporate
world where validation and distinction are served by
rewards of salary, perks, titles, responsibilities and
powers. It is no accident that the ultimate corporate
goal is a life described as being “lonely at the top.”
But it is in our human expression of religious
faith where validation and distinction work together
most smoothly. For what better or more powerful
means of validation can there be than to align and
assign ourselves to the Deity? Validation by religion
has appealed to mankind from its earliest origins, and
often has been carried to the extreme levels presently
used by militant Muslims. And, as with validation, so
with differentiation have we put violence, cruelty and
intolerance to use whether we distinguish between
different faiths or, even more tragically, between
different interpretations of the same faith, as in

*
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And then, of course, there’s politics. Our
present two-party political division can be traced
back to our origins when two very different views of
democracy and government emerged and fought for
dominance. One was Jeffersonian democracy which
favored full control and participation by the people.
Its opposition was championed by Alexander Hamilton
who saw Jefferson’s model as unwieldy, and perhaps
chaotic, and argued for restrictions that would
concentrate power in fewer hands.
Jefferson
prevailed
with
momentous
consequences as we worked and fought our way through
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Political labels
changed over this time to reflect shifts in demographic
and political issues, but we are now in a period of more
than a century in which our American democracy has
been channeled through our two-party, Republican/
Democratic system.
The difference of concept expressed by Hamilton
and Jefferson, however, has persisted in Republicans
being seen as the party of “the few” and Democrats
as that of “the many”. This is an essential difference
which can surface in many different forms and issues.
It is not to be ignored. Throughout the turbulence of
our late nineteenth century expansion of commerce,
wealth, frontier, population and military power the
line between Republicans and Democrats was broadly
drawn in the policies they forged to accompany and
control the nation’s rapid development.
Republicans generally favored low taxes
and wages, no labor unions, property rights and a
laissez-faire economic environment that favored the
accumulation of wealth. In the plants that constituted
our burgeoning industrial capacity, where owners/
managers were usually Republicans, the workers
were mostly Democrats. Republican issues and policy
gravitated towards the expanding and shifting economic
circumstances of the time, while the Democratic party
found its purpose and membership better defined by
social aspects of labor and life in America.
Over time, as our political self-portrait was
filled in, Republicans came to be seen as the party
of privilege and Democrats as that of compassion. In

politics one title very rarely fits all, and this was
certainly true of emerging America. One crucial
factor in our development had been our formation
as a classless society whose openness permitted the
acceptance and embrace of the different, and often
divergent, Republican/Democrat policies.
This is a great quandary of our American
democracy in which, although we attempt to disguise it,
race and class have played their parts. The classless
system pronounced by our founders was not exactly
so. The country was small, concentrated, unified by its
struggle for independence and flushed with the social
success of the three dynamic revolutions of the time
— the French, the Russian and our own.
But a classless society is not easily achieved,
and time, technology and growth work against it. Money
and power not only create differences, they magnify
them; and often in government with such speed and
secrecy that the moment for our evaluation comes and
passes without our recognizing it. Without meaning to,
perhaps, we have managed to reintroduce class to our
classless society.
Small wonder, then, that, given the pronounced
differences in their political values and goals,
both parties offered their members ways to define
themselves which seemed entirely consistent with the
way the country was defining its national self. And
only after the Civil War, when the slavery issue was
finally determined, could the nation undertake its own
definition with any sense of comfort and confidence.
Even in its earliest days, and increasingly
thereafter, the G.O.P. offered its members validation by
permitting them to claim and associate with its shared
status of wealth, strength, independence, position — in
short, advantage. On the other hand, Democrats could
confirm themselves by their greater concern for the
elemental needs of the greater number of our society.
One of the enduring miracles of our system has
been that, in spite of their basic differences of concept
and conscience, both parties offer meaningful ways
for their members to experience validation. And when
we find validation, can differentiation be far behind?
Anyone professing support of one party must oppose
the other, for, while there can be agreement forged
on issues, our system does not encourage third or
multiple party candidacies. The main streams of our
political power, identity and motivation flow through
Republican and Democrat channels. The advantage of
this system has been its continuity for which, however,
we have paid a price in flexibility.
*

*

*

People, when asked about their political beliefs
or affiliations, can reply to the same question with a



variety of responses that differ in phraseology, emotion,
body language and intent, but which are remarkably
similar in the degree to which they reflect the investment
of our self-image in our political preference, and also
the values, real or imagined, which we then draw from it
to achieve self validation. Those who seek verification
through independence, wealth, power and their special
status have been the mainstay of the G.O.P. while the
Democratic party offers its members the advantage of
being seen to concern themselves more with social and
community concerns that reach out to a larger, less
affluent and historically less articulate electorate.
In politics this process of exchange is only
intensified by the other part of self-definition — our
distinguishing ourselves to the point of separation
from others. We have put so much of our personal
worth at risk that every vote, every election delivers
a verdict as to our relevance that we are ill-prepared
to accept. And therein lies the root of the pervasive
polarization that grips our government.
Creating an identity is a constant process. At
times it is the result of a conscious effort; at other
times, it is a product of itself. And we can neither start
it nor end it. It heeds without favor the commands
of both our genetic code and our environment, often
without our knowledge or consent. In its conscious
mode, we give to or take from the variety of institutions
that serve as way stations on our life path — schools,
corporations, churches, clubs, communities, charities,
etc. And, of course, also politics and the structure of
government.
The confusion of ourselves with politics can
make for worse, not better, government. Whether we
invest too much in order to create identity, or take too
much to validate it, we burden the political process
with an unnecessary and incompatible force. Politics is
the agency by which we create government’s structure
and policy. Our founders were seemingly aware of the
danger posed by the fusion of political and personal
identity, and by vision and wisdom designed a structure
to resist their combination.
We have been tested many times in the past by
the worst of demagogues from both parties. And today
we face the persistent efforts of the Kennedy, Clinton
and Bush families to maintain a political presence in the
White House. This tendency of the American public to
accept family as a dominant factor in its choice is a real
departure from the past direction of our democracy.
Moreover, the way in which it expands the values of
these families to the national scale provides a clear
example of mass self-validation.
Democracy is a delicacy, and not for everyone.
It should be administered and received with trust and
reverence. In the first decade of the last century,
Theodore Roosevelt sent a group of naval ships, the

“Great White Fleet”, around the world to show the
great European and Asian powers that the American
democracy, while young, was strong. For this display
we were accused of “gun boat diplomacy”. Our more
recent expression of our foreign policy in the mid-east
might be labeled “gun barrel democracy”, and when
democracy is imposed its very meaning is challenged.
The inability to understand this elemental aspect of
our democracy is a primary cause of our predictable
failure to rewrite the politics and culture of this
region with one quick, light military venture.
As to being “received with trust and reverence”,
our civilian and military forces have introduced
extensive corruption, waste, fraud, violence and
hardship to the Iraqi people in the course of our
occupation and the hoped for, but not yet accomplished,
reconstruction of their country.
Looking back over the post WWII years, which
include five major wars (Korea, Vietnam, “Cold” and
Iraq twice) and some lesser ones as well, our greatest
failure has been not trusting our democracy, with all
its benefits and limitations, for what it is and can be, but
instead yoking it to the “military/industrial complex”
of which a frank and prescient President Eisenhower
gave us clear warning. “Trusting our democracy”
means trusting its ideals, not its riches or its power.
The latter is enormous, but not constant,
and the edge that we have enjoyed since WWII is now
shrinking. Flux is the only constant in world affairs
and we are seeing it at work in the increasing authority
of China, India and, most importantly, Russia with its
great abundance of natural resources and smaller
population. To protect ourselves, to the extent that
we can, we must change our concept of power, and elect
as president not someone who merely wants power, but
someone who can wield it in a moral and balanced way.
Only when we come to understand the larger demands
that power makes upon all those who hold it in our
twenty-first century will we be able to arrive at a
truly effective foreign policy. The multiple failures
of the last half-century culminating in the war in Iraq
indicate that the next administration, whatever it is,
will have some heavy lifting to do. More of the same
will not provide the answers to the questions we must
ask, nor the results that we seek.
*

*

*

POLARIZATION REDUX
And back to polarization. The deep and divisive
atmosphere that permeates our political life today is
most prominently on display in the Congress and the
White House, but is by no means confined to them. It
extends to our state governments and also enjoys a



presence throughout the many bureaucratic agencies
and departments that have been created to administer
and make functional our legislative intentions.
This division is more rooted in person than
in political party. Our process of self-definition
by validation and separation leads us to assume the
values, characteristics, manners, goals, etc. of one of
our political parties in order to create identity. With
the passage of time, as tradition/money/power/status
all increase, both the price of success and the cost of
failure escalate. Whatever political issue is involved
acts like a raging river that cuts an increasingly deeper
chasm between its two sides. Yes, there is an old rope
bridge at the top fraying and swaying in the wind. But
who will dare to cross it? To risk all, including self?
This is the true nature and origin of our
paralyzing polarization  — in government; in our
elections; and in the perceptions of our public media
whose ability to present and to persuade have been
vastly increased by their marketing reach, new
technology and financial strength. From their humble
beginnings of hand bills and newspapers in the taverns
and coffee houses of colonial America our present
media can deliver their product instantly at any time
to any place of their choice. The greatest part of their
product is entertainment in a variety of forms to a mass
audience. It carries the power to create, and then to
anoint, celebrities and those who seek public office.
And, if this is not enough, by providing the essential
link between marketer and consumer they stimulate
the purchasing process for innumerable products upon
which commercial success and our national prosperity
depend.
A half century ago, in pre-television times,
in most of the country the media covered local and
national political campaigns in such detail as they
deemed appropriate and usually, as elections neared,
concluded with an editorial that identified the candidate
of choice and their reasons. Today on a 24/7 schedule
commentators, who can be equally as polarized as
the politicians they cover, have become the active
ingredient, not merely a bystander or reporter, in our
political mix.
Like politicians, they define themselves by many
of the same rewards which are found in most forms of
public life – publicity, ratings, fame, money and power.
This mirror image of the self-definition process shared
by media and political personalities is an incestuous
one, however. It has been said that incest is the last
taboo remaining in our society, but to anyone who views
what now pass for debates in our campaigns this is a
taboo that’s in trouble.
“Gotcha politics”, personal attacks and “one
mistake and you’re out” are the order of the day.
These are not the tools of issue-oriented candidates or

reporters. They are the weapons of the ideologue and
are designed to impart blunt force trauma. Ideology is
the absolute antithesis of the political values favored
by our founders. In politics it is the highest level of
expression of the personal identity created by our selfvalidation and differentiation. It is such a stonewall,
wagons-in-a-circle way of interaction that no objective
argument, no suggestion of the national interest, no
acceptance of compromise as the servant of both parties
can penetrate it. We seem, as if mesmerized, unable to
do away with it. It shouldn’t be, but it is.
*

*

*

The next political generation will have to
face the serious financial, diplomatic, military and
political circumstances that we are leaving behind us.
Considering the opportunity that has been available to
our country over the past half-century, ours is a tragic
legacy. What can we do before we are gone that might
offer even a hope of modest improvement for America
and its government?
Those who follow us will take office at an earlier
age than their predecessors. They will come equipped
with every advanced technology form of management
and communication and extensive experience in their
use. But this should not convince us that they are whiz
kids who can magically change who and what we have
become. The two generations since WWII have benefited
from unprecedented technological development, and yet
our government is more corrupt, expensive, inefficient
and unresponsive to the national interest than it was in
1945. But technology can challenge as well as benefit
democracy. And, while the new generation may well
be tempted to place its faith in the technological and
economic super globalism required of a superpower,
there is no reason to expect that the results will be
any different than our recent experience.
The great fault of government in America today
is that it is considered a means, not an end. It is a means
to be elected (and reelected) to office, to find fame
and power, to obtain contracts or subsidies, to borrow
money and to fight wars with Communists, terrorists
or any other of the targets du jour offered by our
military/industrial complex. It is a means whereby our
elected representatives connive in the distribution
of our national political and material resources to
favored areas or interests. We have badly abused our
democracy and in the process have done ourselves a
great disservice.
We must change our view and concept of our
government. It must be viewed as an end, not a means.
The end of government must once again, as it was
when it was founded, be good government itself. We
can do without the tiresome Republican vs. Democrat



arguments in which both parties claim the support
of God and the Constitution. Government is difficult
work; big government is even more difficult, and ours
has grown so large that it far surpasses in scope the
intention of our origins.
Repeat: the purpose of government must be
good government itself — not the wars of annihilation
now fought for ideology and advantage that pervade
our government. This is a thought that, if stated, would
be well recieved by many Americans, but few can even
imagine it.
And yet, it is at the heart of a simple, but
far-reaching concept. Our fragile democracy must
be treated with trust and reverence by those who
receive its benefits. The other part of the contract
is that democratic government, which depends on the
opinion and funding of its citizens, must return the
same trust and reverence by providing them with good
government.
Today we show many of the signs of decline of
the Roman model — cultural and economic as well as
military. Every previous super power has used war to
maintain its status, and has failed. We should be able
to avoid this trap, but one of the candidates seeking
presidential nomination has assured us there will be
more wars ahead. Military men think that way. They
are trained all their lives in military strategy, tactics
and weaponry. It is what they do, what they are. But we
live in a nuclear age of asymmetrical warfare against
enemies without borders whose reasons for fighting
are lost in the cultural and tribal arguments of prior
centuries.
Warfare is just one aspect of our national life
that requires new thought. There are many more that
require our attention. Government is never a finished
product. It is a continuous process and those who
create it will never complete it. This is true of all
government, but especially our democracy.
Over the last two centuries our American
government has been obscured and burdened by the
accretion of multiple layers of self-interest which we
must now very carefully and fairly peel back and remove.
This will require firmness and patience. It will not be
easy and will cause both pain and frustration. But at
the end we will see our government in its intended form
and state. That is the prize, and, if we treat it with
patient reverence, we will have a far better chance of
surviving the next two centuries.
Most notably our democracy has been greatly
wounded and weakened by our inability to maintain our
legislative branch as an enlightened and fair proponent
of the national interest. We are faced with a situation
whereby Congress creates legislation piecemeal,
seemingly on the assumption that if enough pieces of
the pie are acceptable, then the pie, itself, will be good.

This method has become such a common practice that a
bill marked up in committee and running into hundreds
of pages in length can be delivered to members of
Congress only a few hours before it is to be voted on.
For far too long far too many Americans have
been persuaded by our leaders to see our government as
“the pie” from which they are entitled to receive their
piece. They have been encouraged in this fallacy by our
national abundance and by the boundless capacity of
our elected representatives to subvert our system for
their own political benefit.
Government is not “the pie”. At any given time
it is a menu of choices, each with its own moral and
economic price shown. Restaurant menus limit our
choice from all available foods to a smaller sample
better suited to a single meal. Government should
do the same, providing and making choices that are
practical and disciplined to serve our truly national
purposes.
To accomplish this, our national vision must
change and we, as a people, must don some corrective
lenses. We must establish that the only goal of
government is good government itself — planning,
balancing, managing and selecting from the many
forces that confront us those that we hope will offer
long term benefit. With our new, corrected vision
we will have to redefine the meaning of being a sole
superpower, and we should start with the realization
that superpower status assures only one thing — its
own impermanence.
Our redefinition must enable us to see that the
superconsumption aspect of being a superpower is a
trap we have set for ourselves which sets consumption
against our environment and from which the Law
of Limits will not allow us to escape. Similarly in
commerce, it would be helpful to adjust our view of
our national currency’s value to reflect that of the
world market. The fall in the dollar’s value is one
of several “key indicators” of decline and carries a
message of danger which is all too easy to ignore.
And our new lenses must remind us that
democracy is a delicate plant which can only be
transplanted to a fertile soil where it can receive the
constant care and encouragement it requires.
Man’s ascendancy from the mix of species is
due to his cranial development and use of three things
— fire, words and numbers. Today these advantages
face the threat of being lost to natural and/or human
forces that could rearrange our planet’s agricultural,
chemical and physical patterns in ways that might favor
another group in the way that mammals survived and
prospered as the age of great reptiles came to its
close.
We have dawdled too long listening to the music
that carries across the water to us from the shore. We

can no longer accept the causes and excuses of past
governments as a viable way of envisioning our future.
And we are challenged to alter the dimension of time in
which we frame our future.
The problems we face at home and abroad are
immense. To deal with them effectively will require a
new, open and honest dialogue between our government
and its people. Time is short and does not favor us as
it did two hundred years ago, but we must try. And the
time is now!
*



*

*

Who lost America? This is a question of real
concern to all Americans which must be asked. Its
answer is neither quick nor easy; in fact, just the
opposite, as most of our political, cultural and
commercial constituencies are at fault.
Starting at the top, the most obvious source
of responsibility are the two major political parties,
Republican and Democrat. Their most telling betrayal
of our system has been their abuse of the public trust
by accepting public opinion and then, instead of using
it to shape a fair and efficient national government,
putting it to use in inter-party ideological battles
and to build and maintain a legislative structure with
rewards of money and power for themselves and their
contributors.
In America today the two parties consider
themselves the ultimate goal for voters’ opinions and
have become an effective barrier to our participating
in a higher level of national purpose which, of course,
would diminish their importance and power.
The public must also share in the blame for this
abuse of its constitutional power, as it has opted for
the easy way of voting by party label, thereby allowing
the Republican/Democrat electoral mechanism to so
dominate the voting process that independent parties
or other voices are simply not heard.
To be as indifferent and uninformed as our
electorate can appear is a great tragedy for a democracy,
but especially one which lacks the recall capability of
a parliamentary system, for any error of perception or
judgment is fixed in place for at least four, but more
frequently eight, years.
Label loyalty is the preferred method at every
voting level from local to presidential. It has achieved
this dominance by the two major parties’ commitment to
the process of politics by emotion, identification and
entertainment.
The latter introduces the media and its
oversized role in our electoral procedure. This role
has been formed and expanded in cooperation with
the R/D organizations, and has been spectacularly
successful in providing mass exposure to candidates

and vast revenues to the media.
In keeping with other aspects of our society
the messages provided by these entities to the public
have been both dumbed down in content and sandwiched
between endlessly repetitive commercials.
With
Washington’s two, four and six year election cycles,
with population and profits growing and with plenty
of money available to back candidates who, when
elected, will see that it is returned many times over
there is little reason to expect that this cycle can be
interrupted, and certainly not by means of the past.
*

*

around our original concept of democracy?
In the end we must refine and redefine national
goals and character. We must be able to view our
national strength in other terms than money, military
or size and try to do away with the satisfaction we derive
from referring to ourself as the richest, strongest,
biggest,, etc. Our real strength should come from the
government we create and its ability to present our
values to others, as well as ourselves.
This is why our armed intervention in the Near
East is such a nettle for us to grasp. Through torture,
violence, corruption, martial law and destruction we
put all the wrong values and methods on display. As
these are the antithesis of our stated values, our nation
destroys its credibility by having to defend them.
Character and credibility are key, but fragile,
aspects of our democracy, and we abuse them as much at
home as we do abroad. In Congress, at the legislative
core of our government, the way of choice is often that
of corruption, unenforced laws, corporate influence,
lobbyists for special interests, lack of meaningful
ethical standards and enforcement, abuse of seniority
and the acceptance of “professional” elected
representatives.
Money flows in almost unimaginable amounts
throughout our political process and is constantly
directed and redirected by the same people to the same
places. Congress, by its profligate ways, gives the
impression that our wealth is unlimited. It is not, and
at this late stage only a concerted national effort can
have a chance of bringing a measure of fiscal sanity to
government.
Are we too indifferent, too uninformed, too
rich, too “right” to even try?

*

Identity politics, whereby the voter bases his
vote on an emotional bond with his party, play a larger
part in our system than most of the parties involved are
willing to admit. All too many people cite historical
associations as the basis for their choice. The media
recognize this, but try to keep it quiet as it acts against
their argument that they can influence opinion. For the
R/D parties, they are happy to have votes for any reason,
but there is a distinct advantage in those who are “card
carrying” members and whose support is pretty much
assured regardless of the issues or candidates.
We must face the fact that we are at a crisis
that will not correct itself. We face four issues —
debt, immigration, health care/Social Security and the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan — that either individually
or in concert have the ability to produce disastrous
financial results for our country.
There is an unspoken hero in this mix and he
is the American taxpayer. But there are limits to his
resources, and probably to his patience. The idea that
he/she will continue to pay an increasing tax burden to
underwrite a deteriorating economic and social way of
life is not realistic.
We are at a critical time in our history and we,
the people, are the only ones who can effect the changes
that are required to repair our government. There
was a time when our institutions were strong enough
to call for a change of course, but they have been dealt
serious damage in recent years and are themselves in
need of our care and attention.
From this mess emerge two truths that we must
embrace. The first is that America, the America that we
were, is worth saving. And the other is that we must
accomplish our rescue outside the confines of the R/D
structure through a genuine national effort.
Who lost america? The answer is that we did
and, as a result, the course of our political thought
and action have reached a point of decision. Are we
to continue in our presently fragmented state in which
government is only a magnifier and collection of
personal self-interests? Or will we attempt to regroup

*

*

*

EPILOGUE



When we commenced our study of the health
care issue, it seemed that it was an intractable mess
with no hope of solution, but as time passed and we
became more familiar with its parts, the possibility of
finding a solution grew more likely. And when we had
completed our two issues, we were confident that a
successful result could be achieved. We are beginning
to engender some of the same sense of hope regarding
the remaking of our government and its relationship
with its citizens.
The truth is that we simply do not have another
generation or two to devote to the same arguments
— abortion/no abortion; private sector/government;
black/white; high/low taxes; liberal/conservative;
“cold”/hot wars, etc. We are very fortunate, however,
that our time and technology have come together to

present us with a real opportunity for the massive
change in direction and methods that our current
circumstances require.
The technology is that of the Internet. It is
inexpensive, easy to use and highly efficient in reaching
large numbers of people. And it is the medium of choice
for all of the new generation and many of the old.
What seems called for now is for a small group
of concerned private citizens with high personal and
professional credibility and visibility to form a national
group dedicated to the analysis and improvement of our
government/policies? This group (let’s call it Truth
to Power, or T/P, for now) would issue comments on
line on a variety of issues. Membership would be free,
as initially minimal expenses would be covered by
private donations. A key function would be maintaining
a record of all votes cast by members of Congress and
making them available on line.
With such an organization in place, it could
announce the message of better government, call
for reform and publicize current issues, as well as
listing and grading Congressional votes. The general
purpose of this group would be education, but it would
be education with a specific and urgent message. It
could resemble, only on a much broader scale, the
Concord Coalition which has attempted to inform
both government and the public of the severity of
our country’s fiscal position and its ever increasing
amount of debt. Concord and T/P would seem to be
kindred spirits with the strong possibility that each
one’s presence would enhance and benefit the efforts
of other. Such symbiosis produces a magnifier effect
whereby the sum of the parts far exceeds the whole.
It is likely that many of the new political
generation would be drawn to T/P because of its broad
base and its goals. Their anticipated enthusiasm,
however, is somewhat of a mixed blessing, as they will
lack the historical perspective and mature judgment
that will be necessary. And there is also the danger of
their being seen as primarily a youth movement with its
obvious limitations.
This is no easy task, but at this time in our
history it seems with growing urgency to be a necessary
one. The composition of the founding group is critical,
as is the method by which it will expand the message
and management from a standing start to the activity
of a functioning national organization. The variety of
issues that T/P must confront is great, and will produce
a mix of results from outright success to disappointing
defeats with many stops along the way. Perhaps its
most important accomplishment, one which Concord
also strives for, would be to exorcise the myth of
eternal growth with endless benefits in our political,
economic and social culture. We are paying an everhigher price because we ignore the Law of Limits. We

deserve a quality of leadership that can articulate this
danger and can free us from the political demagoguery
and clichés of the past. The time is now.
There is wide disappointment across America
over the results of previous administrations’ leadership
and policies. But there is no national, non-political
voice that can express, unify and focus this discontent
so that it becomes a strong and active ingredient of
public opinion. Once having achieved that status, it is
quite possible in our era of instant communication that
T/P might find itself under heavy pressure to undertake
an active political role with its own platform and
candidates. Any future decision of this type should be
based solely on whether such a role would offer T/P
the best means of serving its original purpose.
We have always welcomed, but never actively
solicited, comment on the issues that we describe,
but the time available in which to repair America’s
leadership and its sense of government is quickly
and quietly slipping away. Should any of our readers
share a concern and wish to move to the next level of
a personal conversation, we urge you to call or write.
The time is now, and it grows short.

_________________________________

A Voice from the Past
“As superpower, our foreign policy is bound
to be resented. It will also be mistrusted in varying
degrees by other nations. The inherent danger of our
position is that we will come to a time when our policies
and our currency are equally mistrusted. Such a
moment could develop spontaneously, perhaps from
some seemingly minor origin, and without warning.
It could cause disruption in other currencies and
countries, and a significant alteration in our economy
and way of life.”					
			
— Matters of Conscience
Issue 12 — May 2006
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